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SEPARATION AXIOMS ON THE INITIAL 
CONVERGENCE SPACES

Jung Wan Nam and Bu Young Lee

1. Introduction

Kent([3]) introduced convergence structure on a nonempty 잏et. 
Carstens, Kent, and Richardson ([1], [5], [8], and [10]) investigated 
some properties of convergence spaces and applied the concepts as 
product of convergence spaces. In discussing produrt of' convergence 
spaces, they restricted to finite product. The purpose of this paper 
is that most of the results extend to arbitrary product using the initial 
convergence structure.

For a nonempty set S, F(S) denotes the 앙et of all filters and P 
(S) the 앙et of all subsets of S For each s e S, s is the principal ultrafilter 
containing {s)

A convergence structure on S is defined to be a function q from 
F(S) into P(S), satisfying 나le following conditions:

(1) for each seS, s£q(§)；
(2) if 印 and。are in F(S) and 寸二)0 , 난如en q(W)二)Q(。)；

(3) if sEq(初，then seq(^C\s).
The pair (S,이) is called a convergence space. If se then we say 
that 中 q-converges to s. The set function 匚厂 P(S)-공P(S) is defined 
on all subsets AuS by：

—(s€ S| there is an ultrafilter 寸 q-converging to s with A

Let Fg(A)=A If a is an ordinal number and “一1 exists, then R 
(A) is defined by 匚(r^(A))f if a is a limit ordinal,厂：(厶)is defined 
by the union of ^(A) for J3<a. then is a closure operator in 
the topological sense, except idempotency.
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A function f, mapping a convergence (S,q) onto a convergence space 
(T,p), is said to be continuous, if pLconverges to f(s) whenever 
p q-conve호ges to s.

Let X be a nonempty set, (X入,q入)be a convergence space for each 
人e 人，久 be a function X onto (X*q入).The initial convergence structure 
q on X induced by the family (fK\Xe A} is defined to be a function 
from F(X) into P(X), satisfying the following condition：

for each element xeX, q>£F(X、), x^q(W) if and only if 衣(步)q入- 
converges to fA(x) for each 1g A

2. Separation axioms

In this section, we shall investigate some separation axioms for 
initial con Tteeafter, (X,q) 표心田s initial -convergence
space induced by the family |A.e A }, where is a function X onto 
convergence space (X入,q入)for each le A, and (恩 X入,«) means 
initial convergence space induced by the family {P^ A},where P我 
is canonical projection of 恩X入 onto X入 fbr each A.g A, Le., 
(恩X入,a，)is product convergence space of{fXA,^A)}.

A convergence space (S,q) is said to be TQ if e辻her s fails to q- 
converging to or f fails to(7-converging to s for each distinct s and 
t in S.

Theorem 2.1. Let (X入，q入)be a convergence space for each X 
A ,[f there exists at least one peA such that fu is injective and 

X# is TQ} then (X,q) is also To convergence space.

Proof. Let x 9-converge to y for each distinct x,y in X. 
Then tq)=f；(x) -converges to /入(y) for each Xg A. Since 
(JG,%) is To, f^(y) fails to ^-converging to fu(x). Thus y fails 
to 9-converging to x.

Corollary 2.2. (X入,q入)is To convergence space for each ke A if 
and only if (恩 X、/) is To convergence space.

Proof. For each A, PA(x)=P^(y) implies x=y.
Conversely, let (gX入,q") be To convergence space. For each 

AqG A, xAq q入(「converge요 to :y入° for each distinct xa0^a0 X%. Let
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x,y be points of 出X入 with 3将)=*喝 財入o and P^(x)
=Pg) for any 人丰入。Then x ^"-converges to y Since (恩 

is To convergence space, y fails to /-converging to x But R(j)= 
1叩3)=或入=项；入=匕(对 -converges to xK=Pk (x) for each 
Therefore PA^(y)=yA^ fails to qA-converge 7^o (x)=x^ Thus (X%, q入丿 

is To convergence space.

A convergence space (S,q) is said to be Tr if s fails to ^-converging 
to t for each distinct s and t in S.

Theorem 2.3. Let (X入，q入)be a convergence space for each Xg A 
If there exists at least one 咋 A such that fu is injective and X以 is Tu 
then (X,q) is T,

Pro&f. Let i ^-conv^ge to y. Ttei 久人(寻)q入-cotv窃碧es to 
代(y) for each Xe A . Since (X^ q]) i아 Tr convergence space and 
牝 is injective, fu(x) =f^(y) and x=y. Thus (X,q) is Tt

Corollary 2.4. (X入，q入)is a Tr convergence space for each A_e A if 
and only if (出 X入，q，) is Tr convergence space.

A convergence space (S,q) is said to be Hausdorff, if each filter 
^-converges to at most one point in S.

Theorem 2.5. Let (X入,q入)be a convergence space for each le A 
If there exists at least one 卩•住 A such that is injective and X” is Hausdorff, 
then (X,q) is Hausdorff

Proof, Let p ^-converge to x,y. Then for each Xe /人(饱)q我- 
conve호ge to f^(x), f入(y). Since(Xu, %》is Hausdorff and fu is injective, 
x=y. Thus (X,q) is also Hausdorff.

Cof이lary 2,6. (X入血0 is Hausdorff convergence space for each
■A if and only if (总乂入，矿)is also Hausdorff,

Let q, p be two convergence structures on a set S. (S,q) is said 
to be p~regular if 4(仞 ^-converges to s whenever 中 ^-converges to 
s, and p-호egular Hausdorff convergence space is called p-T3 space.
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Lemma 2.7 ([6]). Let f:(S,q)-^(T,p) be a con，fuw®s function, AuS. 
Then f(rg(A))Czrp(f(A)).

If W is any filter on S,匚(啊 is the filter generated by {rq(F) \ F 
(S,q) is said to be regular if Tq(勅 q-converges to s whenever 

W ^-converges to s, and regular Hausdorff convergence space is called

Theorem 2.8. Let (X“q入)be a convergence space, p入 be another 
convergence structure on X入 for each kw A…If 入)is -regular con
vergence space for each le A, then (X,q) is p-regular3 where p is the 
initial convergence structure induced by the family {4 |/"*一히*入盘。入),人 c

Proof Let 屮 Q-converge 切 then /、'善)互厂 e(丑跆snS 
for each Xe A . Since (X入,q入)is pA -regrular, (勅)qK-converges 
to fA(x) By Lemma 2.7, fA(rP(^)) -converges to fA(x). Thus rP 
(W) q-converges to x

Corollary 2.9. If (X*q入)is pA -regular convergence space for each 
A.g4, then (也X入,q‘) is p-regular, where J) is product convergence 
structure of pK on 恩 X入

In p-regular convergence space (S,q), put p=q, then the following 
corollaries are easily verified.

Corollary 2.10. If (XAfqA) is regular convergence space for each le 
A , then (X,q) is also regular

Corollary 2.11. If (XKtqK) is regular convergence space for each 兀c 
A, then(入入,q，)is regular.

Cor이lary 2.12. If (X入,q，入) is T3 convergence space for each Xe A, 
then(恩 X*q/) is T3.

A regular convergence space (S,q) is said to be symmetric if 甲 q- 
converges to t whenever 屮 ^-converges to s and s q-converges to .

Theorem 2.13. If (X*q入、)is a symmetric convergence space for each
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A,€ then (X,q) is symmetric.

Proof Let 0 q-converge to x and x q-converge to y. Then for 
each 人 E*, /入渺)-converges to f入(x) and fjx) - converges to fA 
(y). Since (X入,q入)is symmetric space, fJW) -converges to f入(y). 
Thus 中 q-converge욨 to y.

Corollary 2.14. If (X入入)is symmetric convergence space for each 
A.G A, then (，X入,y) is symmetric.

3. Regular modification and regular series

Richardson and Kent ([10j) defined the regular modification (r(S), 
夜q)、) of a convergence ^pace (S,q),

(r(S),r(q)) is the finest regular convergence on 나le same underlying 
set which is coarser than (S,q);

(r(S)rr(q)) is the supremum of all regular convergence spaces coarser 
than (S,q)

A convergence space (S,q) is said to be R-Hausdorff if (r(S),r(q)) 
is Hausdorff.

Lemma 3.1. Let q入 and pA be convergence structures on X、such that 
for each A, q be the initial convergence structure on X induced 

by the family {fjf入二X—yX入,q入)，人c "} and p be the initial convergence 
structure on X induced by the family {久 入)，人£/「} Then
(X,q) N(X,p\

Theorem 3.2. Let q* be the initial convergence structure on X induced 
by the family {/A\k：X^r(X^,r(qJ),^ e ^ }• Then (r(X),r(q)) W(X,g*)

Proof. Since, for each Ae/L(r(X入)，is the finest regular con
vergence space on the same underlying set coarser than (X入,q入),by 
Corollary 2.10, (X,q*) is a regular convergence space. Since q入 3(以) 

for each XG A, by Lemma 3,1, qMf But r(q) is the finest regular 
convergence structure on X which is coarser than q, thus r(q) Wf,

Let (f be convergence structure defined in Theorem 32 Then by 
Theorem 2.5, 3.2, and Corollary 2.6, the following corollaries are 
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easilly verified.

Corollary 3.3. (「(恩X入)，r(f))启息(r(X入)，r(q%)).

Corollary 3.4. Let (X入,q入)be R-Hausdorff convergence space for each 
Xe A Then

a) If there exists at least one pe A such that 兀 is injective, then (X, 
(f) is Hausdorff,

b) (X,q) is R-Hausdorff

Corollary 3.5. Let X=a^X入.Then the following statements are 
equivalent.

a) (X入,q入)is R-Hausdorff for each Xe A .
b) (X,q우) is Hausdorff
Furthermore, if (X”qx) is R-Hausdorff for each 16 zi, then (r(X),r 

(Q ) is Hausdorff,

For any convergence space (S,q), let 3( S), p(Q)) be the convergence 
space defined on the same underlying set as follows:

屮 p(q)-converges to s if and only if each ultrafilte호 。fi효e호 than 
q》^-converges to s.

Then by definition of p-regular and [10], the following theorems 
hold.

Theorem 3.6. Let q and p be two convergence structures on S with 
the property;

if ultrafilter。q~converges to s, then「决P) q-converges to s. Then
a) (P(S)fp(q)) is p(p)-regular.
b) If (S,q) is p-regular, then (p(S)fp(q)) is p(p)-regular.

Theorem 3.7, If (S入,g入)is pA -regular on the same underlying set 
S,(f=sup{q^ |a.c A ), and p*=sup(pA [A.e A } then (S, q*) is p^-regular.

Let (S用)be a convergence space. The set of all natural numbers 
(in이uding o ) will be defined by N. An ordinal family {(7Z(S),m 
(0))} i용 defined recursively on the same underlying set S.

&S)=S;

-converges to s if and only if there exist ncN and filter 0 
^-converging to s such that 少二＞1강 3 ) ；
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자)r2(^)-converges to s if and only if there exist neN and filter。 

^-converging to s such that 寸二成當仞(。)，

中 ra -converges to s if and only if there exist 几wN, filter。q- 
converging to s, and 0<a such that W厂*皿(。)

The family {(ra (S),ra (q))} will be called the R-senes (or regularity 
series) of (Sq). Richardson and Kent ([JO]) introduced definition 
of Z?-series.

Theorem 3.8. Let (X, q흐) be the initial convergence space induced 
by the family (XA) ,ra A } for any ordinal number
w. Then (n (xL」q))W(X,a층).

Proof. Transfinite inductioiL
Let r/g)-converge to x. Then there exist neN and filter。q- 

converging to x such that 少二>厂汽For each ke A , /入(0) g入 

-converges to fA(x) and
M 炒、)「장 C))

Therefore, /入(饱)-converges to f入(x) for each le A
Thu용 p 疹converges to x

Assume that (X),% (q))> (X為)for all /3<a
Let q〉ra(q)- converge to x Then there exist n^N, filter ' Q-converging 

to x, and y<a such that 步二)/蓦 M。) Therefore, for each IgA, 
f入(0) "converges to fA(x) and

fjgfe紙 。))

Thus f入 @) ra (0入)-con verges to fA (x) for each A

Corollary 3.9. Let GgX入,q') be the product convergence space 
of family {(X入,q入)4 } o/ convergence spaces. Then, for any ordinal 
number a,

("(恩X入)■，广a (q ))目息(广a (Xa), ra(qA))
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